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The new year seems like a fine time to come clean, and Mission 17’s “Truth and Lies” thoughtful 
group show suggests some worthwhile place to start. Dustin Fosnot’s “Styrofountain” could be 
the centerpiece of any post-consumer Zen garden — it’s a hunk of Styrofoam plugged into an 
air current, so that the crumbled white particles appear to be bubbling. What eventually bubbles 
up from this mesmerizing faux fountain is a terrible landfill truism: Soon, this may pass for natural 
beauty. 

The same might be said for Ben Riesman’s clever “Ornithology”, a small wood-paneled speaker 
playing what sounds like the collected squawks of an entire rain forest of birds. But sounds, too, 
can be deceptive: All the bird calls heard here are actually noises made by the artist himself. 

“My Memory of George Bush (as described to, and drawn by, Sergeant A. Morales)” is and is not 
a portrait of the current U.S. president by conceptual artist Liz Rossof,. Rossof initiated this por-
trait by describing Bush’s distinguishing features to a police sketch artist as a crime victim would. 
But the surprise result is that Bush looks less like a war criminal or any other kind than Howdy 
Doody, complete with the puppet’s freckles, feckless wooden grin and wide, shining eyes. In con-
trast, Rossof’s dictated portrait of Dick Cheney resembles a convicted felon who took up violin 
in the joint, with brooding, bushy eyebrows and a ticklish fuzz of ear hair. This could be a sympa-
thetic portrait of any old grifter who’s lost his edge, but for the telltale lemur-esque expression 
of a guy who’s spent a little too long in an underground bunker. 

But the toughest true/false test is Charles Beronio’s “Black Beige (integrated)”: folding chairs 
neatly stacked to form a makeshift black and tan rainbow. This isn’t exactly the perfectly inte-
grated “Black and Tan Fantasy” of Duke Ellington, or the powerful rainbow coalition Jessie Jackson 
had in mind, either: The beige chairs still overwhelm the black ones here, and the arch is too 
unstable to bridge any weighty differences. Whether this structure passes or fails at represent-
ing integration as we know it is not a question of Beronio’s provocative sculpture, but of society 
itself.— 

—Alison Bing, special to SF Gate
















